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Abstract

Although greater integration through crossborder flows of goods, sers ices and factors may yield higher
global efficiency, many countries are at nsk of missing its potential benefits entirely. For a variety of reasons, the
business sector is the most exposed to the challenges of globalization; it is also the cornerstone of any successful
• integration strategy. Yet what are the specific challenges faced by firms in developing countries when attempting to
enter the global marketplace? And how can these challenges be turned into opportunities for effective integration’
These are some of the issues this paper sets out to address. It highlights the complexity and urgency of the
challenges faced by developing countries and the need for proactive responses, which will become even more urgent
• in the cominc years as the economic aftershocks of recent events reverberate through the world.

Introduction
1.
As part of a continuous effort to stimulate a sub
stantive discussion on the evolving role of LNIDO and
Its contribution towards the achievement of international
development objectives, the Industrial Development
Forum will be held under the theme Fighting margin a/c
ation through sustainable industrial developtn Clii
Chall iges and pportunhtle in a globalizing ii a ii

been argued in past events, the present development
reality requires us to move on and examine more
carefully how industry can serve as a dynamic force in
bringing about a process of sustainable development.
Thus, the Foruri is intended to explore ways through
which UNIDO can assist countries in gradually
integrating into the world economy and thus maximize
its contribution to reversing the process of
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Ihe rganiaron ha’. argued that, along ‘.sith the urgent
need to addre’.c present imbalances :n the trade and
financmai rules o the multilateral system, the tnadequaze
floss’. of nformatmon. ckils and knowledge to and
within deseloping countries also need to be dealt s:th.
Thus, new measure’. are required to provide dvnanrme
pnvate enterprses rn developing countries sith acces
to the information, technology, skills and knos ledge
that they require to connect them with the global
economy.
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5.
industry can make a particularly important
contribution to growth and to the rise of incomes and
the reduction of poverty in the developing sorId
because:
It is the main engine for improving the e onomic
structure of developing countries from ectors
ssith v g wh and low product vity o ho e
odu vity and a gro th ter
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A substantial reduction of poverty throughout the
8
world, which i c regarded as the overarching goal o
attainable
international coop ration for development
only with sufi ion ly ugh rates of “coijoune gruwtu ii
the developing ountries. Given what we know about
the growth process, manufacturing industry has an
important role to play in bringing about such growth.
What remains to be examined in detail, however, are the
ways in which industrial growth in the developing world
is to be fosterd given the aforementioned central goal
and present circumstances. Regarding the goal, the
quality and not just the rate of growth also matters.
The pattern of growth needs to be well suited for a
significant reduction of poverty and inequality. The
required growth and development need to be realized
under conditions of a rapid and multifaceted integration
of the global conomy. This s ill be further complicated
in the cominri y art by the economic ftc rat of the
recent inte rationa e ents.
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at c nal communits has ado d a set of
norms and e cention that are meant u speed up
globalizatmon agd, at the same time, addres some of its
risks. This ha often resulted in the setting of higher
standards. rshich, if not addressed properly. inight
aggra’ate trends touards the marginaiization of the
stragglers in the globalization process. However, firms
in developing countries are often able to adopt proactive
strategies that allow them to transform challenges in
environment and auahtv into
such areas
opportunitte’.
Panel I

4.
‘rh task of updating the development agenda i
such a vay that t enables the inter ationa commun y
to addr’ ‘s the key dimensions of developme it
(economic growth, productivity ocial equity po ert
reduction and cns’mromnental protection) is a major
undertaking. As such it can only be conceived as a join
effort of all muitilatcral inStitutions, mcludirig UNIbC’
which ha a very significant role to play in this effort
Along with other international organizations. {JNIDO
needs to continue exploring the best ways of assisting
Governments and the private sector to cooperate in
fostering the mobilization of national as well as external
resources for economic afld social development.
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due to the impact of globalization and the internatonai
flows associated with t. In sum, the objective of a
substantial reduction of poverty worldwide calls for
deliberate efforts to connece economies to international
flows and to ensure positive outcomes of the interaction
between such flows and local factors,

,
IPP’

1 1. The topics chosen for discussion in Panel I are
best seen in the context of what is currently known
about the nature and the sources of economic growth. A
central piece of this knowledge is the link between
poverty reduction and growth as mediated by produc
tivity—since it is productivity gains that allow better
liang standards But how is growth associated ith
productivity gains in developing countries
9 And which
is the main force behind growth: factor—in particular,
physical capital—-accumulation, sector- and plant
specific efficiency gains, or shifts to higher-productivity
activities? Of course, growth draws on advances along
all three of these avenues. But their respective contri
butions may vary according to time and place and, in
particular, according to the local circumstances of
industrial development.
Technology
12. Current methods of measuring productivity
change usually draw a dividing line between the
influence of quantity and quality of factors of produc
tion and sizeable “unexplained” elements. With regard
to the latter, productivity increases are perceived as
technological progress as a key source, which in turn is
strongly influenced by institutions and the incentive
framework,
13, In the context of developing country growth, the
basic distinction needs to be made between access to
new technology through various channels on the one
hand and its adoption, adaptation and efficient use on
the other. The processes of adapting the relevant best
practIces, technology diffusion and improving technical
efficiency. as well as the associated learning processes.
figure prominently.
14. While m comparisons of growth performance
across countries the dimensions of tnnovatton and
efficiency are pertinent, for developing countries the
discussion usually centres on diffusion and efficiency
and on efforts that are essential to them, Policy
decisions need to be informed by knowledge about
which of these efforts are most cost-effective under
given local conditions. As a genera.l feature, such
decisions will involve combining measures that facili
tate access to international flows of technology with
those that sunnort the comolex rirocesses behind its
adootion. adantation and efficient utilization.
While the diffusion and efficient uefiizatton of
0

—
—

f

growth and deeiopment, the empirical record shows
that the rate a’. which this has occurred has varied
sharply from country to country. Even in the current era
of globalization, which has undoubtedly facilitated and
accelerated the spread and adoption of technology
throughout the world, many less developed countries
have been bypassed by this process. Proactive efforts to
promote the spread of modem technology to the
relatively disadvantaged countries, and its effective
absorption by them, are therefore called for. These
efforts include the establishment of specialized
programmes to encourage technology diffuston, as well
as technology foresight initiatives for the continuous
assessment and monitoring of technology development
and application in developing countries. In addition,
these countries should also be given increased access to
such advanced technologies as information and
communications technology and biotechnology, which
will play an important role in supporting economic
development in years to come.
Investment and trade
16. Technological development in the developing
world crucially depends on international flows of
technical knowledge—as it does on costly domestic
technological effort. With respect to growth and econo
mic development at large, an argument of similar
strength and plausibility applies to the role of inter
national flows of goods and capital. These flows are
assuming added and increasing importance also as
channels for the transfer of new technology. All three
types of international flows—knowledge, capital and
goods—are expected to make important contributions to
increased productivity and hence to growth.
17. Among investment flows,
foreign direct
investment deserves special attention as it represents
one of the most effective ways for countries to access
foreign resources, particularly technology, managerial
expertise and skills. Viewed in a development
perspective, the main problem with these flows lies in
their high concentration among countries, both by
source and destnataon. Low-income countries, n
particular, seem to he increasingly margnaiized also
with respect to international investment activity. Areas
for corrective policies include labour skills,
technological capabilities, infrastructure and various
kinds of transaction costs,
18. Trade in goods is one of the various channels
through which technology can be transferred between
countries, From this derives an ar, ument for why
openness and the resultant rise in the volume of trade
-
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leads to improsements in the perfonnanca
flrms or industries.
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19. Addresstng the role and qualits sf “penrc
fostering competitiveness helps to sharpen rn cu on
these two key aspects of trade without creanne tnuon
between them Rather, only by coinhinirtg apuropriate
international market access and domestic ettoris to
enable firms to succeed in these markets can Fe iesird
growthenhancing effects be
I
is
ealize I
sing
particularly true for manufacturing, whe c
competitiveness has to be concei cd s a brc a I a
omplex goal. which, also for thi rca on, attia t no F
attention on the part of analyst and poh y make

Panel II. Global norms and local manufacturing
Challenges and opportunities
20 The stabilization and adjustment prog amrne c F
the early I 980s were predicated on the expectatio ‘i tha
greater exposure to international flows of goods,
services and factors would trigger faster do nest c
growth At the same time, however there was an
mcreased awareness of the potentially adveno’ cor
sequences of economic liberalization’ faced with
stronger competitive pressures, a firm would be faced
with the dilemma of either undertaking risky insel
ments to upgrade its product lanes and process
technologies or shifting towards more comrnodaty4ike,
lower valueadded, products if at was U stay n
business at all. Concurrently, the increasing application
of international norms and conventions on quali y and
environment would leave it with an ever narrowing
scope to compete on low quality, low wage and
environmental depredation. While these norms and
standards were almost invariably introduced wath the
intention of promoting positive outcomes, such as
public safety and health, environmental protecoen and
economic stability, they also restramed the capacity of
developing countries to take the low valueadded path to
global integration.
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Environment
(alobal cooperation tot the re’-nat’on of the
22
environment has been encouraged and supported hs
various means and forums, These a igc om triternational conventions such as those or hirat hange
to support sustainable energy opt n bu d r ity to
ensuie the consersation of spe a s ard the Montr al
Protocol to phase out ozrc dcplct ng uFstarc
ODS)—to the demonstration f t F ean’r p odic
tion centres where upgraded pr du tior oro es e an
iown to ta fy
energy efficiency measures arc
enviro imental and economic cor era I th s espcc
the current ratification of th Sbckholm (orvcntion I
Persistent Organic Pollutants (°OP.) open both
challenge and opportunities for farms in deve opmg
countrIes to support the irternational ustaanable
development agenda which clearly calls for a do e
relationship between productavty competitivenes and
‘m”ar’nmentai compl’ance
,

23 Indeed, implementation o the international
environmental conventions could radically alter tIe
payoff structure of firms in developing countries’ those
that do not take timely steps to comply with the binding
regulations wall see their markets shrink con iderably
manufacturing processes and technologies will need to
be upgraded: competition and best practice patterns will
evolve in ways that are a priori difficult to fathom let
alone foresee On the other hand, as for any such inter
national protocol based on the recognition that the
planet is a common heritage, significant resources and
technology will need to be made available by indus
trialized countries to ease the adjustment in the
developing world. Building partnerships and streng
thening cooperation will be key to the successful
implementation of various international proto ols to
preserve the global environment.
Qualier
24
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are certainly solid economic reasons for them to move
up the quality ladder in manufacturing output. as it
expands market horizons and allows them to improve
their terms of trade.
25. As in the case of environmental standards, the
responses of firms in developing countries to the
technical regulations and standards imposed in external
markets can be erratic or systematic. The erratic
reaction merely aims to ensure that particular products
and underlying manufacturing processes satisfy inter
national nonns. It often causes finns in developing
countries to suffer a temporary squeeze of their profit
margins becaise their investment in the advanced
equipment and higher skills needed to meet the new
standards does not yield a return in the short term, but
only generates dividends once the firm has successfully
penetrated new markets. By contrast, a systematic
approach involving the introduction of advanced quality
management techniques enhances the ability of firms in
developing countries to conform to ever-more stringent
standards, and to achieve more rapid and environ
mentally sustainable productivity increases. In addition,
it yields immediate social benefits, for instance in areas
where low quality can turn into a health hazard.
26. The adoption of such a systematic stance towards
international quality standards and market requirements
by firms in developing countries is predicated upon their
having access to appropriate facilities in the areas of

standards. metrology. testing, conformity assessment,
quality and productivity. This requires the developing
countries concerned to establish and maintain signifi
cant institutional capacities in these fields, which in turn
require considerable investments in both physical and
human capital. These investments, which in many cases
will only he possible with external support, could thus
play a critical role in enabling developing countries to
benefit from the opportunities of integration into global
value chains offered by the process of globalization,
rather than being marginalized by it.
Conclusion
27. This paper has attempted to show that it is
possible, and indeed essential, to ensure that the
globalization process and the concomitant development
of international standards become an effective
instrument for poverty reduction and for uplifting the
economic and social standing of the most deprived
sectors of society. It has also sought to show that
industrial development can make an important
conthbution in this connection. In particular, this
objective can be achieved through two distinct
approaches: Firstly, through efforts to broaden the
range of the international resource flows that enhance
the value of domestic resources; and, secondly, through
a systematic response to the increasing number of
international norms in order to turn the challenges they
pose into opportunities.

